
The latest popular approach in natural language processing is the so-called word embedding (WE). The word 

embedding (WE) model is a neural network based on the distributional semantic model. The distributional 

hypothesis states that semantically similar words tend to have similar contextual distributions [1][3]. In the WE 

context, if two words have similar vectors, then they have the same distribution. An application of WE based on 

periodical is called temporal word embedding or dynamic word embedding (DWE). 

 

We have explored the use of WE and DWE to mine lifestyle, sentiment and evolution of trends and policy. In 

the work of WE on Malaysian Twitter corpus, we explore the possibility of viewing Malaysia's lifestyle on 

where they spend most of their time for social meetings and analyse the sentiment of a public figure. The TWE 

model applications fall under two circumstances: For a TWE with a time-series corpus of a more extended 

period (or also known as a diachronic corpus), usually the related research concerns on language topics, i.e., 

the study on the meaning of words over time. A time-series corpus with a shorter period (called temporal 

corpus) is more on mining texts for culture semantic shift, i.e., detecting event for an actionable purpose [3]. In 

our work on DWE [3] 
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